In this paper the oonoept of foliation on a Sikorski differential spaoe (see [3] and [2]) with leaves whioh are differential spaoes is introduced. There is proved a theorem on conoordanoe of the oonoept of foliation in oategory of differential spaoes with the one in category of differentiable manifolds, when a foliated differential space is a differentiable manifold* The essential role in the proof plays the theorem (see [8] ) whioh says that if the Cartesian product of two differential spaoes is a differentiable manifold, so they are differentiable manifolds, too.
Introduction
For any differential space (d.s.) M of the form (S,C) the set S of all points of this d.s« will be denoted by II and its differential structure C we will denote by F(M). The weakest topology on S such that all functions o< e C are continuous will be denoted by topM. For any subset A of the set S the differential subspaoe of M with the set A as the set of all points will be denoted by li A , i.e. U A « (A, C A ), where C A is the set of all real functions fS defined on A such that for any point p of A there exist aeC and U e topM fulfilling the equality >Q | A n U =«|Anu. It is evident that topM. coincides with the -351 -
